
Lead beneficiary: TUC

Start: M18 - End: M48

Description: Comprehensive multi-parametric simulations for the 

design of optimized antenna elements, using the analysis and simulation 

results of WP1-3. The designed plasma-element antennas will be 

assessed versus current metallic antennas in terms of performance.

Objectives: To design and simulate different types of antennas (phase 

array and reflect array antennas) covering different frequencies and 

applications to assess the technical performances of future plasma 

antenna versus existing antenna systems.
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Deliverables:

D5.1 (confidential) - Plasma antenna analysis and trade-off (M24)

D5.2 (confidential) - Antenna design and simulation (M36)

D5.3 (confidential) - Analysis and evaluation report of antenna 

simulation (M48)
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Tasks:

5.1: Plasma antenna analysis and selection (TUC, ALMA)

5.2: Plasma antenna design (TUC)

5.3: Plasma antenna time-domain simulations (TUC)

5.4: Plasma antenna frequency-domain simulations (TUC)

5.5: Beamforming analysis (TUC)

5.6: Performance assessment of the simulated antennas (TUC, ALMA)
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Task 5.1 - Plasma antenna analysis and selection (TUC, ALMA):

Determination of the main characteristics of all models prior to their 

simulation:

selection of the free surrounding space

type of polarization

size of the discretization resolution

excitation type

electromagnetic quantities to be analyzed and simulated.
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Task 5.2 - Plasma antenna design (TUC):

A detailed determination of:

main plasma antenna parameters

their primary (initial prior to optimization) dimensions

position of the excitation

beamforming algorithms.
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Task 5.3 - Plasma antenna time-domain simulations (TUC):

 Code development tailored to the needs of plasma antenna simulation based on the finite-difference time-domain

(FDTD) method.

 Systematic attempts to enhance the performance of the FDTD method in terms of its inherent dispersion errors,

non-linearities, and excitation issues in the case of plasma simulations.

 Construction of optimal lattices, particularly in the case of curved surfaces, fine details, prominent geometrical

discrepancies or dissimilar media interfaces.

 Appropriate absorbing boundary conditions for the termination of the unbounded computational domain, without

harming the accuracy of the results.

 Reduction of the resulting CPU and memory system requirements.

 Code acceleration by means of CUDA/GPU architecture.

 Comparisons with existing schemes and results from commercial computational packages.
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Task 5.4 - Plasma antenna frequency-domain simulations (TUC):

 Code development tailored to the needs of plasma antenna simulation based on the finite element

method (FEM).

 Systematic attempts to enhance the performance of the FEM method in terms of spurious modes,

weak formulations or excessive number of degrees of freedom.

 Construction of adaptive lattices with advanced modelling capabilities, paying attention to the

possible appearance of slivers.

 Appropriate absorbing boundary conditions for the termination of the unbounded computational

domain, without harming the accuracy of the results.

 Reduction of the resulting CPU and memory system requirements.

 Comparisons with existing schemes and results from commercial computational packages.
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Task 5.5 - Beamforming analysis (TUC):

Performance assessment of the plasma antenna in different frequencies

through beamforming algorithms.

High-resolution statistical beamforming methods (drawn from the

theory of uniform or nested arrays).
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Task 5.6 - Performance assessment of the simulated antennas (TUC, 

ALMA):

 Analysis of the simulated results in terms of the criteria set by PATH.

 Proper ways of informative visualization and selection of the quantities to be measured and simulated.

 Comparisons with measured data from the fabricated prototypes.

 Potential corrections in the case of non-acceptable discrepancies between measurements and

simulated results.

 Incorporation of beam-forming algorithms for the plasma antenna design in the FDTD/FEM codes.

 Investigation of possible programming implementation in existing commercial computational

packages for the simulation of plasma antennas.
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Applied and Computational Electromagnetics Laboratory

Coverage of all teaching activities in the area of Electromagnetics of the Dept. of

Electrical and Computer Engineering, AUTH.

Elementary and advanced scientific research in cooperation with researchers and

laboratories from national or international institutes.

Organization of scientific/academic events, invited talks, and conferences.

Publication of innovative scientific papers in referred journals.

Cooperation with other national public sectors for measurements, expertise support,

or independent research.



 Computational electromagnetics.

 Advanced numerical methods in the frequency and time domain.

 Electromagnetic compatibility and bio-electromagnetics problems.

 Metamaterials, metasurfaces, and chiral media.

 Waveguide structures and antennas.

 Nanotechnology aspects, graphene, and nanocomposite media.

 Non-linear phenomena and MEMS/NEMS design.

Main Research Areas



Among its general faculties:

A 4m×4m×8m fully/semi-anechoic chamber

Indicative Lab Infrastructure



A fully-equipped autonomous laboratory for the design 

and fabrication of microwave components 

Indicative Lab Infrastructure



A probe-test benchmark table

Indicative Lab Infrastructure



LPKF MiniContact S Through-Hole

Planting System

A whole Dremel Series and an 

electronic high-end magnifier

LPKF MultiPress II Press

LPKF ZelFlow RO4 

Reflow Oven

Indicative Lab Infrastructure



An 1m×1m×1m  EMC Cell with ferrites and carbon absorbers 

Indicative Lab Infrastructure



 Three IntelTM Dual-Xeon machines with up to 256 GB of RAM.

 Several NVDIATM Tesla and Maxwell K40 GPU cards.

 A variety of powerful IntelTM I7 PCs with Windows or Linux.

Computational Infrastructure


